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BCJD wins handsdown Fever takes 33 lives

went to another
BCJD supported
candidate Ipsita
Sahu.
In Ravenshaw
University, Lalat
keshari Dash defeated BCJD supported candidate
Debashis Tarai to become the new president. The General
Secretary post, however, went to BCJD
supported candidate
Subrat
Kumar
Satpathy.
Independent
candidate Anasuya
Tripathy was elected
president in Rama
Devi University defeating the BCJD
supported candidate.
The General Secretary post here went
to Sangeeta Panda.
In Khallikote
University, Soubhagya Rath was elected
president.
In
Gangadhar Meher
University, the president post went to
Rupesh Sahu.
In University
Law College of
Bhubaneswar, both
President and General Secretary posi-

Mohanty
was
elected president
there.
Among other
top colleges of
Odisha, Sk. Imtiaz
became the new
president
of
Jagatsinghpur College, Prasenjit Kund
became the president of Kendrapara
College, Mausumi
Parida was elected
president of NC College Jajpur, Abinash
Mohanty
was
elected president of
SCS College Puri
and
Sandeep
Samantray
was
elected president of
Jeypore college.
Similarly, in
Khallikote University, Soubhagya Rath
was elected president and Sagar Nimai
emerged victorious
as the general secretary.
Sandeep Samantray and Sapan
Panigrahi
of
Bikramdev Autonomous College in
Jeypore
were
elected president
and general secretary, respectively.

Amaresh Sahu of
North Odisha University were elected
President and General Secretary respectively, Archana
Parida
and
Madhusmita Kundu
of
Bhadrak
Women’s College
emerged victorious
as president and general secretary respectively.
Parthasarathi of
Bhadrak College was
elected president
and Rupesh Sahu and
Pushpak Hota of
Gangadhar Meher
University were
elected President
and gen secretary respectively
The winning
groups were seen
bursting fire crackers
and celebrating their
win among fellow
students.
There were no
reports of post-poll
violence in any of the
colleges unlike previous years.
The oath taking
ceremony will be
conducted in the colleges across the
State on 6 October.

tim to the disease during the past 27 days.
Mr.Majhi carried
one of the three bodies

them to remain alert.
Meanwhile, taking
suo motu cognizance of
the media report on num-

children so far in the
state's Malkangiri district.
"We are closely

on his lap and walked
down one kilometre
straight
to
the
Collectorate office and
sat on a dharna along
with his supporters.
He demanded Rs 5
lakh ex-gratia to family
of each deceased.He
alleged the state government of negligence
that triggered widespread of the disease.
In view of the situation,
the State Government
today
cancelled
Dussehra holidays of all

ber of deaths due to the
deadly virus, the National Human Rights
Commission (NHRC)
on Tuesday directed the
Health and Family Secretary and Malkangiri
district Collector to submit a detailed report, including the steps being
taken by them, within
four weeks.
Union Health Ministry has assured all support to the State government in tackling the outbreak of Japanese En-

monitoring the situation.
We are in constant touch
with the state government and will provide all
support to ensure that
quality treatment is done
and deaths are prevented," Health Minister
JP Nadda said on Tuesday.
Following Mr.
Nadda's direction, Union
Secretary Health, CK
Mishra spoke to Principal Health Secretary
Ms.Ahuja regarding the
issue.
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candidates having affiliation with the Biju
Chhatra Janata Dal,
the students wing of
the ruling BJD, today
captured most of the
students unions in
different colleges
and universities
elections for which
were held on 5 October
BCJD President
and
Lawmaker
Byamakesh Ray in a
statement claimed
that more than 90
per cent of the students leaders supported by BCJD won
in the polls. However, two main opposition parties Congress and BJP’s student wings- NSUI
and ABVP, were not
even close to the ruling party supported
candidates.
Utkal University, where polls
were held after a gap
of a year BCJD supported candidate
Mahesh Prasad came
victorious as the
President despite rival groups highlighting alleged criminal
cases against him.

day succumbed to the
dreaded Japanese Encephalitis Virus (JEV) in
the district taking the toll
to 33 even as the State
Government initiated a
four pronged strategy to
contain the disease
which has assumed an
epidemic proportion.
The three infants
were identified as
Rashmi Gouda (3) of
Mundaguda village,
Swati Matam (2) of
Sindabeda village and
Saraswati Kumbhar (3)
of Pithageta village under Mathili police stations.
All these children
were undergoing treatment at the district
headquarters hospital in
Malkangiri.
Notably, the first
death due to Japanese
Encephalitis was reported on September 8
in the district from one
village while it has to
spread to over 20 now.
A
25-member
medical team comprising seven pediatric specialists and veterinary
doctors are camping at
Malkangiri to provide
treatment to the affected children in the villages.
Meanwhile, Principal Secretary Health &
family Welfare, Arti
Ahuja today said that a
four pronged strategy
has been devised to contain the disease.
She said Health Department officials have
undertaken extensive
fumigation in the village,
including inside the
houses, efforts are being made to fumigate
areas where pig pens
have been set up by the
villagers, Mosquito net is
also being provided to
the residents for use.
The Health department has sanctioned Rs
50 lakh for purchase of
medicine and equipment
to contain spread of the
disease.
Congress leader
and former MP Pradeep
Majhi is sitting on a
dharna at the District
Collector’s office demanding adequate com-
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Bhubaneswar (KCN): Souvagya
Mohapatra, Executive Director of the
leading hotel chain
of the Country,
Mayfair Group of
Hotels and Resorts
has added another
feather to his fledging cap.
Mr.Mohapatra
has been elected as
the
“Executive
Committee Member” of Federation
of Hotels & Restaurants Association

of India (FHRAI).
Decision Makers of
This is yet an- the Hospitality Industry in India.
Leading the lot
Vivek Nair, CMD of
Leela Hotels, S P
Jain, Chairman of
Pride Hotels are in
the Elite Club of
Hospitality Industry
Organization.
Mr. Mohapatra
has also been appointed as the
other mile stone for “Governing Council
Mayfair Group as Member” of the
Mr. Mohapatra fea- most prestigious
tured amongst the FHRAI Institute of

Hotel Management
(FIHM) and Member for Hotels &
Restaurant Classification sub -committee.
This is indeed
a pride moment for
Mayfair Hotels &
Resorts and a great
opportunity for
Mr. Mohapatra to
share and contribute his experience
for overall up-gradation of the Hospitality Industry in
India.

Mr.Mohapatra
has been at the forefront over organizing FHRAI Meet
here earlier, which
had turned out to be
most successful.
His excellent
network
with
Odisha Government
and State Bureaucracy is helping the
Hospitality Industry
and Tourism Sector
in the State, feels a
senior Mandarin in
the Government of
Odisha.
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Entertainment
CLASSIFIED
CAUTION

Readers are advised to make appropriate
enquiries while responding to advertisements in
these columns. The Kalinga chronicle publication
does not vouch for any claims made by the
Advertisers. The Printer, Publisher, Editor and
Owner of The Kalinga Chronicle Publications shall
not be held responsible / liable for any consequences,
in case such claims are found to be false.

AUTOMOBILE

REAL ESTATE

SALE

SALE
Flats
ready
for
possession
before
Rathayatra at Puri near
Seabeach for sale.
Contact : 9861078308
Residential plots at
Pahala close to NH-5
and near Pata Railway
Station, Bhubaneswar for
immediate sale.
Contact : 0674-2556733
Residential plots at

Kawasik
Bajaj
in tiptop condition
for sale
Contact : 2555326
PURCHASE
Required a Marshal/
Commandor / Bolero in
good condition. Contact
2555763

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT TARIFF

Classified advertisements are released daily.
The normal classified advertisement is charged
@ Rs. 5/- per word upto maximum number
of 50 words. Any extra word will be Rs. 8/per word. The minimum charges for any
classified advertisement is Rs. 100/-. The
options for bold lettering and outlining are
also available and are charged @ 7/- and
10/- per word respectively.Extra charges for
photographs Rs.100/-.For Box No. Rs. 100/HIRE
For hiring of Car / Jeep
/ Bus on monthly basis.
Contact : 2555763

Gohira Chhak in front of
CV Raman Engineering
College beside NH-5,
near Tamando. Contact
: 9238691168
PURCHASE

Simplex / Duplex
building at BBSR
contact : 9437002509

BUSINESS

ACCOMMODATION
WANTED

Saving 10,000/- for high
return, extra earn and
Foreign trip opportunity,
9238904001.
Independent business
work from home, training in Singapore,
9338014287.

Required Single / Double
/ Triple Storied North/East
facing building at Puri .
Contact: 9437143483

BRIDE WANTED
Wanted bride for
Khandayat Boy, 37plus,
Caste no bar, 06742555763
GROOM WANTED
Wanted Groom any
service / business family
for a Bramhin Girl.
Contact: 2555226
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Now Shobhaa De calls
Sonam Kapoor 'super hot'

2

See your naked body in the
mirror rather than my clip:
Radhika Apte tells nosy reporter

NEW DELHI (KCN): Author Shobhaa
De, who sparked a
war of words with
Sonam Kapoor by

with Sonam.
On Wednesday,
she tweeted: "Saw
this
ad
#ThingsDontJudge

Sonam's tiff with
Shobhaa started when MUMBAI (KCN): Adil Hussain and certain job then I will do
the author criticized
her film "I Hate Luv
Storys" in one of her

calling her a "lassie
who lacks oomph",
has now referred to
her as "super hot".
It's a way from
Shobhaa's end to extend an olive branch
to the "Khoobsurat"
actress. Inspired by
online portal eBay
India's campaign
titled # Things
Don'tJudge, Shobhaa
took the first step towards reconciling

but people do. Inspired to make
amends.
Sonam
Kapoor, I got it
wrong: You are super
hot."
Recently, Sonam
had written an extensive blog, opening up
about her struggle to
deal with criticism
about her body, her
looks and her other
issues regarding her
appearances.

blogs, labelling it as "I
Hate Dumb Storys"
and calling Sonam "a
lassie who lacks
oomph".
Later, the actress
posted on the social
media
platform:
"Guys please don't
take Shobhaa De seriously. She's a fossil
who's getting no action and going
through menopause.
So just for her."

Actress Radhika Apte
on Tuesday got angry
with a media reporter for
asking about the leaked
nude scenes in her last
release "Parched".
"Sorry, your question is very ridiculous.
Controversies are made
by the people like you.
You saw the clip, you
shared with other
people, so you made the
controversy," she said at
the launch of Swatch
watches on Tuesday.
Recently, the leaked
intimate scene between

Radhika from "Parched"
created a big controversy. However, the
makers said the film is
much more than the
scenes.
Radhika has not
been shy from speaking
her mind. Rather than
keeping quiet about the
controversy,
she
stressed in all her interviews how the film was
much more than that one
'sex' leaked scene.
In Tuesday's event,
she said: "I am an artist...
if I am required to do a

it. If you get out of your
cocoon and look at the
world cinema and what
people are doing abroad
and that is too successfully then you would
have not probably asked
this question. "I am not
ashamed of anything.
People who are embarrassed about their own
body are curious about
other's body. So if you
want to see a naked
body tomorrow, see
yourself in the mirror
rather than my clip. Then
only we can talk about
this."

Kriti
S
ushant always speaks the truth, says
MUMBAI: Actor
Sushant Singh
Rajput says the
clarification
given by his
"Raabta" co-star
Kriti Sanon on
their link-up
rumours is right
as she voices the
truth. Last month,
the actress tried
to put an end to
dating rumours

with Sushant by
slamming such
reports and calling them untrue.
When asked to
comment on the
reports, Sushant
said, "Kriti always speaks the
truth. Whatever
she said is right."
The 30-year-old
actor was speaking to reporters

last night at the
trailer launch of
his upcoming
film "MS Dhoni:
The
Untold
Story", the biopic
of Indian ODI
captain Mahendra
S i n g h
Dhoni.While
Sushant was busy
working on the
movie, his personal life gar-

nered spotlight
since his breakup with long-time
girlfriend Ankita
Lokhande last
year. The "Kai Po
Che!" star also
suffered a rib injury while practising a cricketing
shot for "Dhoni".
Sushant, however,
said neither the
break-up nor the

physical injury
deterred him
from focusing on
the film."Injury
was in body, heart
break was in
heart, but the
mind was completely fine so it
was okay. None of
the two things affected me while
shooting
the
film," he said.
When asked when

he will be tying
the knot, the actor
said, "Let me get
a girl first! "Directed by Neeraj
Pandey, "MS
Dhoni: The Untold Story" also
stars Anupam
Kher,
Kiara
Advani and Disha
Patani. It is
scheduled for release on September 30.

Nature care moves NGT
TOURS & TRAVELS

MATRIMONIAL
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We provide luxury coach
buses (16,25,32,41,52
seater) for Picnic,
Excursion, Marriage.
Maa Santoshi Travels,
Contact : 9861079437
For Luxry Passanger
vehicle, Contact :
Sagasity Tours & Travels,
Acharya
Vihar,
Bhubaneswar,
Ph. 2540219

WANTED

Required Driver/Peon/
Attendant/ Aya

Please Contact-8984600400

ACCOMMODATION
WANTED
Required double/Single/ Multi
storied Bungalow type North or
East Facing Independent building At- Nayapalli, Jayadev Vihar,
V.S.S. Nagar, Mancheswar,
Rasulgarh, Sailashree Vihar,
Niladri Vihar.

Please Contact- 8338870595

Bhubaneswar (KCN): Nature Care
Initiative has moved
to the National
Green
Tribunal
(NGT) praying for
immediately steps
to ensure free flow
of water in River
Mahanadi system to
maintain ecology
and Bi Diversity of
Satkosia
and
Bhitarkanika, which
prompted the Green
Panel to seek response from the
Centre and other
parties on the matter.
The
Bench
headed by Justice
Jawad Rahim issued
notices to Ministry
of Environment and
Forests, Ministry of
Water Resources,
Governments of
Chhattisgarh and
Odisha and State
Pollution Control
Boards and Central
Pollution Control

Board asking their
response.
Hearing a plea
filed by Shakti
Prasad Nayak of Nature Care Initiative
seeking legal action
against all the industries operating near
River mahanadi, its
tributaries and distributaries being carried out without
seeking prior environment clearance
or in violation of the
conditions
prescribed in the environment clearance,
if granted and without any preventive
measures, and report
the same to NGT.
"State
of
Chhattisgarh and
Odisha have been
constructing major
and medium projects
on Mahanadi without assessing its impact on water flow,
ecology
and
biodiversity...Chhattisgarh

government has con- is implementing sev- Ret, Dahuragoth are
structed 8 major and eral major and me- in progress, Ong,
irrigation Brutang,
Upper
34 medium irriga- dium
Lanth, Kutulisinga,
Tel
Integrated,
Khadga, Utei Raul,
Jira, Upper Udanti,
Ranjor, Ahirajor,
Laksh-mipathar Nal,
Bramhani Pad and
Salki projects are in
survey and investigation stage," the plea
filed through advocate Purushottam
Sharma Tripathi said.
The NGO contended that industries located along
the river were discharging waste directly into Mahanadi
which was also adversely affecting the
ecosystem.
"Direct the retion projects on the projects in the lower
of spondent authorities
upper catchment of catchment
Mahanadi river and Hirakud dam and to take appropriate
of legal action against
another four major tributaries
river. all the urban Local
and medium projects Mahanadi
each are under con- While work on B o d i e s / m u n i c i p a l
Manjor,
Lower corporations/sewerstruction.
"State of Odisha Indra, Lower Suktel, age Board, situated

near Mahanadi, its
tributaries and distributaries causing
pollution and running without seeking
prior environment
clearance," it said.
The issue of
sharing of Mahanadi
river water has
snowballed into a
major controversy
between the two
states.
Odisha has been
accusing Government
of
Chhattisgarh of unilaterally constructing projects on the
upstream of River
Mahanadi, which
caused decline in
the flow of its water
to the state.
Mr.Nayak has
been taking up environmental issues
time and again, is a
senior journalist
based at New Delhi.
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Twin City to sparkle bright IMF says global debt tops $152
trillion, urges some to spend more
in Durga Puja lights
C U T TA C K /
BHUBAN-ESWAR
(KCN) : Decked
with
exquisite
pandals and beautiful
light decorations, the
Millennium City of
Cuttack is all set to
host the grandest festival of the season Durga Puja. While
artisans are busy
completing the welcome arches, decorators have decked
up every corner of
the city with impressive lighting arrangements, thereby adding sparkle to the festivity. Organisers
have spent a huge
amount of money on
innovative light
works using LED
lights.
The
entire
Badambadi stretch is
replete with rice
light strings and the
decorations include
three massive light
gates in addition to
the replica of
ISKCON temple at
Mayapur in West
Bengal.
Similar
decorations can be
seen at Dolomundai,
Bajrakabati and
Haripur where five
light gates have
come up apart from
the roadside decorations. Apparently,
each of the puja
committees spends
between `2 lakh and
`5 lakh on illumination. With 48 big

pujas
being Ranihaat
and up five gates each. consume between
organised in the city, Mangalabaag, light While there are 156 20 KW and 22 KW
the total figure hov- decorations have small and big Durga of power through

ers above `70 lakh
during the fourday
autumn festival.
Malgodown
Puja Committee is
decorating the entire
stretch with rice
lights and five tall
light gates have been
erected at the cost of
`four lakh. At Khan
Nagar, 10 light gates
have come up on a
stretch of four km.
Ganesh Kumar Das,
chief artisan from
Cuttack who designed lighting arrangements in Khan
Nagar, says he has
used various mythological themes to
design the gates. At
Jobra, Chauliaganj,
Sheikh
Bazaar,

come up in every
nook and cranny.
Similarly
in
Bhubaneswar, replicas of temples,
Dhauli Shanti Stupa
and many more heritage sites will give
Durga Puja a festive
glow. At Saheed
Nagar, the Puja committee has erected
five massive light
gates themed on Sai
Baba and Goddess
Durga and the budget
for light decorations
here in `four lakh. At
Jharpada and Old Station Bazaar, eight and
four majestic light
gates have come up.
In Nayapalli and
Rasulgarh, Puja
committees have set

Puja pandals in
light decorations evCuttack, the number
is
180
in ery day, he said and
added that use of
Bhubaneswar.
bulbs and traditional
On the other hand, lights increases the
CESU authorities of power consumption
Cuttack
and by five times. CESU
Bhubaneswar clai- Superintending Enmed that squads have gineer, Bhubaneswar
been formed to Circle-I Sukanta
check illegal use of Kumar Swain said
power by Puja com- each Puja committee
mittees during the consumes an average
festival. Officer in of 20 KW power evcharge of CESU ery day and the total
(City Distribution consumption in the
Division, Cuttack) four days is around
AK Bisoi said as 3.6 MW. He inLEDs are used for formed that eight
light decorations, regular and three
not much power is special squads have
being consumed by been formed to
the organisers. Each check illegal conPuja committees nections.

WASHINGTON (KCN): The world is
swimming in a record
$152 trillion in debt, the
IMF said on Wednesday, even as the institution encourages some
countries to spend more
to boost flagging
growth if they can afford
it.
Global debt, both
public and private,
reached 225 percent of
global economic output
last year, up from about
200 percent in 2002,
the IMF said in its new
Fiscal Monitor report.
The IMF said
about about two thirds
of the 2015 total, or
about $100 billion, is
owed by private sector
borrowers, and noted
that rapid increases in
private debt often lead
to financial crises.
While debt profiles vary by country, the
report said that the
sheer size of the debt
could set the stage for
an unprecedented private deleveraging that
could thwart a still-fragile economic recovery.
"Excessive private
debt is a major
headwind against the
global recovery and a
risk to financial stability," IMF Fiscal Affairs
Director Vitor Gaspar
told a news conference.
"Financial recessions
are longer and deeper
than normal recessions."

While the United efficiency.
States has de-leveraged
If a

since the 2008-2009 financial crisis, the report
cited the buildup of private debt in China and
Brazil as a significant
concern, fueled in part
by a long era of low interest rates.
The report comes
as IMF managing director
Christine
Lagarde is urging the
Fund's 189 member
governments that have
"fiscal space" - the ability to sustainably borrow and spend more to do so to boost persistently weak growth.
The Fund's call for
targeted fiscal support
for consumer demand
comes is accompanied
by calls for continued
accomodative monetary policy and accelerated structural reforms aimed at boosting countries' economic

major

deleveraging of private
debt were to occur, the
IMF report recommends that fiscal policy
should include targeted
interventions to restructure private debt or repair bank balance
sheets to mininize damage to the overall
economy.
These could be
similar to the mortgage
restructuring programs
undertaken by the
United States during the
crisis or the Obama
administration's automotive industry restructuring, Gaspar said.
"These types of
policies could be particularly useful in
China," Gaspar said.
"But in order to work,
they need to be adequately designed and
subject to strong governance principles."

Sensex trips 115 points as profit-booking persists
MUMBAI(KCN):
The market continued to feel the
ripple effect of lingering Brexit worries and a lacklustre
Europe as the
Sensex slumped
115 points, dragged
down by a rush by
investors to book
profits in recent
outperformers.
Realty, power
and
banking
counters saw much
of the losses as investors felt that the
recent rally is
"overdone".
Globally, it
was a mixed picture. While Europe
was off to a lower
start, the rest of
Asia closed higher
mirroring an overnight rally in the US
on an unexpected
services
sector
pick-up and signs
of a revival in oil
prices.
"As markets
take a pause ahead
of earnings season,
Brexit fears and

shaky European a positive bias early pectations for a Geojit BNP Paribas cent, to close at subdued Europe
markets continue in the day, but mar- December US rate Financial Services. 28,106.21. The over talk of withdrawal of ECB
stimulus measures
and on a wave of
profit-booking.
The 50-share
NSE Nifty remained listless too
and ended down
34.40 points, or
0.39 per cent, at
8,709.55.
In the Sensex
pack,
NTPC
plunged the most
by 2.42 per cent,
followed by Cipla
2.30 per cent. Others that ended up in
the red include
M&M, Power Grid,
ICICI Bank, SBI,
Infosys and Dr
Reddy's, falling by
up to 1.90 per cent.
A total of 22
scrips in the Sensex
team ended lower.
Only 8 advanced.
Realty sector
took the maximum
hit as it fell 1.48
per cent, followed
by power (1.18 per
The 30-share gauge had lost 114 cent), healthcare
to send shock ket will wait for Fri- hike," said Anand
data
to James, Chief Mar- index lost 114.77 points yesterday (0.99 per cent) and
waves. Yesterday's day
recalibrate
its
exket
Strategist, points, or 0.41 per taking cues from a IT (0.87 per cent).
US ADP report lent

Sentiment took
a knock after selling picked up towards the fag end
of the session, particularly in realty,
power, banking and
healthcare stocks,
as investors rushed
to lock in profits.
Broader markets were no better,
with the mid-cap
and small-cap indices falling 0.56 per
cent and 0.48 per
cent, respectively.
Foreign portfolio
investors
(FPIs) purchased
shares worth a net
Rs 243.00 crore
yesterday, showed
provisional data.
Key Asian indices such as Hong
Kong's Hang Seng
and Japan's Nikkei
firmed up by up to
0.69 per cent. Chinese market was
closed for a public
holiday.
Elsewhere, in
Europe, UK's FTSE
slumped 0.34 per
cent, Paris CAC
0.33 per cent and
Germany's DAX
0.36 per cent.
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Paralympic medallist Deepa Malik slams airlines over `poor handling of wheelchair passenger`
dling of wheelchair
passenger in De
boarding and fragile
items. Rude n ill
mannered crew. Sad
experience.
@airvistara (sic),”
said Deepa in a series of tweets.
View image on
Twitter
View image on

Twitter
Follow
Deepa Malik ?
@DeepaAthlete
Very poor handling of wheelchair
passenger in De
boarding and fragile
items. Rude n ill
mannered crew. Sad
experience.
@airvistara

Statesmanship of the highest
degree needed to Save Mankind from Nuclear Holocaust
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Bhubaneswar (KCN): Mankind is on
the brink of huge disaster.
Rougue
States like Pakisthan
and North Korea are
armed with nuclear
weapons. So far Pakistan is concerned
there is a great deal
of internal tensions
between the elected
Govt., army and several terrorist Jihadist
groups. The Uri attack on 18.9.2016
by Pak terrorists that
killed 19 soldiers
was a severe blow to
India’s security system. So India retaliated on 28.9.2016
and carried out its
surgical
strikes
thereby destroying
about 7 launchpads
of terrorists in the
PoK (Pak occupied
Kashmir) area -killing over 50 terrorists.
Pakistan is in the
denial mode. It refuses to accept Indian claims of surgical strikes. But the
fact of the matter is
that it is seething in
anger- seething in
humiliation. It may
attack India at any
point of time. Since
Pakistan has been
isolated both locally
(by SAARC countries) and globally, it
is most likely to use
its nuclear weapons
to teach India an unforgettable lesson. If
it so happens, then
there would be huge
loss of lives on both
the sides. And this
may provide a fillip
to North Korea to
attack South Korea
with its nuclear
weapons. Because
North Korea has
been isolated and humiliated as it has not
been included as a
member of the UN.
Mr
Manohar

Parrikar, the Defense
Minister of India, has
not conducted himself well. His taunting remark “Pakistan
is still in comma after the surgical operations” is quite undiplomatic . Such a
statement is too provocative.
India cannot
choose
its
neighbours. It has to
live with them by interacting, influencing and educating the
people who matter in
each and every bordering nation. That
can only be done
when the doors of
interaction are kept
wide open through
cultural meetings,
through academic
exchanges etc. etc.
But those Indians
who have been demanding that Pak
Artists, Pak Players,
Pak Writers can not
visit India are really
doing a disservice to
“Peace and Prosperity in South Asia”.
We must remember
that Artists are not
Terrorists.
The UN has miserably failed on the
disarmament front.
Several nations including all the 5 big
powers and countries like India, Pakistan, North Korea
are very much armed
with deadly weapons
including the nuclear
bombs.
In the escalation
of crisis between
India and Pakistan,
statesmanship of the
highest order is now
called for. Statesmanship, if played
properly, can save the
World from nuclear
holocaust. Prime
Minister Narendra
Modi is already having the grip. The surgical strikes that In-

dia conducted have
been lauded by US,
Russia and several
other countries. So
our Prime minister
must take the appropriate steps to inspire and convince
leaders like Barack
Obama and Vladimir
Putin of Russia and
go in for revamping
the UN and converting it into World
Government. All the
leaders of the World
should get persuaded
to accept the line of
thought outlined by
eminent political
scientist
Prof.
Harold J Laski way
back in 1925.
Prof. Laski has
discussed in his
book : A Grammar of
Politics (1925) the
nuisance value of
State Sovereignty or
State Pride and he
pleaded for total surrender or removal of
State Sovereignty
from the map of the
World. No nation
should stand on socalled “national
pride”. The concept
of
sovereignty
should be totally surrendered. This must
be done for the lasting benefit of mankind. Once the UN
becomes the World
State having its
Democratic Global
Government, all National Armies would
stand disbanded. All
the arms and ammunitions, all the
nuclear weapons that
are there with 5 big
powers, with India,
Pakistan & North
Korea should be
brought under the
control of the World
Government. The
Jihadists (the suicide
bombers)
should be arrested
and they should be
properly educated so

passengers is concerned. “Very sad to
note lack of training
of crew Flight
UK902,” she said
while lodging a formal
complaint
against Vistara Airlines, which is a
joint venture of Tata
group and Singapore
Airlines.
However, the
airlines swiftly responded to the complaint and immediately tendered apology for her disappointing experience.
The apology letter read, “Ms Deepa
Malik,
the
Paralympic silver
medallist is a national hero and like
every countrymen,

we are immensely
proud
of
her
achievements.... We
regret that we failed
to deliver the standard of service that
Vistara pride itself
on in this instance.
As a team we would
like to sincerely
apologise to Deepa
for her disappointing experience... We
are investigating the
incident and will
take corrective actions to ensure
something like this
never
occurs
again....” Sanjiv
Kapoor, chief strategy & commercial
officer, Vistara also
took to Twitter to
issue an apology and
promised an investi-

gation into the matter.
Later, she admitted:
“Yes,
@airvistara was
quick to respond and
take prompt measures for future...
They visited and resolved and also adding efforts to rectify.” Deepa had
gone to Mumbai to
attend a programme
with
Sachin
Tendulkar
and
Hrithik Roshan on
Tuesday. 80 She
achieved the feat by
winning silver in the
women's shot put
F53 event at the
Paralympics in the
Brazilian city of Rio
de Janeiro last
month.

that they give up
their hatred towards
other people such as
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She claimed that
she had endured the
bad
experience
while informing her
mother on the phone
that the flight scheduled to depart at
3:35 p.m. from the
Mumbai Airport was
delayed.
The 46-yearold, who was confined to a wheelchair in 1999 owing
to a spinal tumour,
also criticised the
airlines for the “lack
of training” given to
crew members as
far as handling
wheel-chair bound

Hindus and others.
The money and manpower being wasted
in arms race, military preparedness
would be surely put
to better use.
The World WarII that ended in 1945
following dropping
of atom bombs on
Hiroshima
and
Nagasaki of Japan
caused huge casualties – in the range of
35 – 60 million
killed, including 6
million Jews that
died in the holocaust. Millions of
people got wounded
and were rendered
homeless throughout
Europe and East
Asia. Therefore the
Freethought Party of
India appeals to the
Prime Minister of
India Mr Narendra
Modi to seize the
opportunity and
show thereby his
highest degree of
statesmanship to
move the world leaders for converting
the UN as the World
State so as to prevent
Nuclear Warfare and
unimaginable destruction of life and
property. This is the
right road to immortality for any ambitious leader of 21st
century, said Party
General Secretary
B. Ramchandra CST
Voltaire in the press
release issued on
6.10.2016.
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lines and also
slammed it over its
“rude and ill mannered crew”.
A miffed Deepa,
who was travelling
from Mumbai to
Delhi via Vistara
flight UK 902, took
to Twitter to express
her displeasure.
“Very poor han-
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GURGAON (KCN): Deepa Malik,
who scripted history
last month by becoming India’s firstever woman to win a
medal
at
the
Paralympic Games,
has alleged “poor
handling” of wheelchair-bound passengers by Vistara Air-

